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Mikoyan MiG-23mf
having passed their exams, they finally sat at at the controls
of Russian MiG-23s in M, MS, MF and UB variants similar
to those procured by Poland. First flights showed very good
flying characteristics of the aircraft. Performance and systems
of the aircraft did not resemble those of the previously used
MiG-21s or Lim-5s (licence-built MiG-17s).
Upon passing their final tests the pilots returned to Poland
on 28 April 1979. The air base at Słupsk-Redzikowo was
closed for modernisation of the runway and taxiways. The
entire equipment of the unit was moved to Zegrze Pomorskie.
However, the works at Słupsk were not completed before the
arrival of the new aircraft and it was decided to receive the
MiG-23s at Mińsk Mazowiecki.
One month before the planned delivery of the first batch
of MiG-23s the designated group of pilots and technicians
went to the base of 1 PLM at Mińsk Mazowiecki to collect
the machines from the Soviets. Nine fighters, code nos. 120122, 139-141, 145-147, were delivered there by Soviet factory
pilots on 4 June. All the aircraft arrived in Poland with Soviet
national markings, and these were quickly stripped off upon
acceptance. First flights were made seven days after the official
acceptance of the machines, under the watchful eye of twelve
Soviet engineers. Ppłk. pil. Janusz Dorożyński, commanding
28 PLM, and mjr pil. Bogdan Sokołowski were the first Polish
pilots to fly the MiG-23s. These aircraft replaced the MiG21MFs, Lim-5s and SBLims (licence-built two-seater training
variants of the MiG-15) in Poland.
Three more MiG-23MFs, code nos. 148-150, were delivered
on 25 June, to reach the final establishment of 12 single-seat
combat machines.
Training at Mińsk Mazowiecki continued until the new year,
when the works at Słupsk were finished and the 14 MiG-23s
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In the mid-1970s a new fighter aircraft was needed for the
Country Air Defence Forces (WOPK). The fighter had to meet
several principal criteria: high ceiling, high speed and the ability to operate and engage air targets in all weather conditions.
Few options were available, and the Soviet MiG-23 offer had
to be accepted.
The first offer was for the MS version, but problems in
operation of these machines discouraged the Polish side from
accepting this variant. After a large number of design faults
were cured and the aircraft fitted with newer avionics, the
Polish authorities decided to reconsider the offer, and this
time it was approved, resulting in a decision to train the first
group of pilots on the new type.
The Słupsk-based 28th Fighter Aviation Regiment (28 PLM)
was the first of three regiments planned to convert onto the
MiG-23MF. Before the pilots and engineers were selected for
training in the USSR, the cadre of the unit was invited to the
Soviet 871st Fighter Aviation Regiment based at Bagicz in Poland
to acquaint themselves with the aircraft and its capability. The
Soviet pilots displayed the aircraft in flight and allowed the
technical personnel to see the M version airframe.
Opinions on the Polish side varied. Although the machines
were considered to have many problems and be complicated
in maintenance, positive opinions prevailed. Much attention
was given to the swing-wing, known in Poland from the Su 20
fighter-bombers already in service. Good take-off and landing
characteristics, and the expected high speed and high ceiling,
gave reasons for optimism during the presentation.
In early 1979 a group of 13 pilots from 28 PLM accompanied
by a number of technicians, under ppłk pil. Janusz Dorożyński,
went for three months of training to Lugavoye in the USSR.
The pilots underwent two months of theoretical training and,
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[1]: Słupsk airfield apron, September 1990.
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are single-seat MF variants. The first
aircraft to become an exhibit was no.
120, flown by mjr pil. Antoni Czerniec
on 8 August 1996 to Cracow-Balice airfield, whence the aircraft was shipped
to the Cracow-based Polish Aviation
Museum. Then, as the MiG-23s were
rapidly withdrawn, several machines
were purchased by private collectors,
often professionally connected with
aviation. Unfortunately, some of these
aircraft were partly disassembled and
are valueless now.
Altogether, six of these aircraft were
lost during service (two fatalities and
four accidents without casualties). It
seems that the MiG-23 suffered from
some design problems and in the first
years of operation it had low reliability.
In some cases aircraft were written off
due to design or construction faults.
The human factor was also significant,
though, during failures and accidents.
However, during the 20 years of operation this was one of the safest aircraft
of the Polish Air Force.

120
121
122
139
140

Production/ Last flight
arrival date Withdrawal
date
0390217120 25.02.79
08.08.96
04.06.79
19.10.96

Hours flown
no. of landings

Notes

1,356 h 51 min
1,948

0390217121 27.02.79
04.06.79
0390217122 01.03.79
04.06.79
0390217139 13.04.79
04.06.79
0390217140 18.04.79
04.06.79

23.02.96
12.12.97
08.03.96
12.12.97
22.03.96
19.07.96
25.05.81

985 h 18 min
1,420
929 h 34 min
1,362
1,415 h 28 min
1,999
135 h 41 min
206

30.08.88
07.12.88

716 h 18 min
497

05.05.84

449 h 38 min
275

16.12.96
12.12.97
16.12.97
12.11.98

1,160 h 45 min
1,648
1,011 h 18 min
1,451

26.04.96

1,134 h 34 min
1,638

28 PLM/2nd Flt/4th sect. Last flight to 13 PLT, flown by mjr Antoni Czerniec, handed over to Polish
Aviation Museum. Flying hours left 122 h 54 min. Overhaul in East Germany 26.10.87–04.11.88.
R–29 300 engine no. 519553037045.
28 PLM/2nd Flt/3rd sect. Struck off charge 12.01.98. Flying hours left 514 h 54 min. Overhaul in East
Germany 30.01.89–17.11.89. R–29 300 engine no. 519554244010.
28 PLM/2nd Flt/3rd sect. Struck off charge 12.01.98. Flying hours left 472 h 36 min. Overhaul in the USSR
01.06.90–08.07.91. Monument at Besko petrol station near Krosno. R–29 300 engine no. 519552937040.
28 PLM/2nd Flt/4th sect. 25.07.96 shipped to the exhibition in the 2 BL Bydgoszcz. Flying hours left 84
h 33 min. Overhaul in East Germany 26.10.87-23.09.88. R–29 300 engine no. 519552244060.
28 PLM/2nd Flt/2nd sect. Damaged on 25.05.81 during night landing in adverse weather with the
undercarriage not fully lowered, flown by kpt. Ryszard Drzymała. Handed over to Oleśnica on 26.04.85,
handed over to Radom on ??.07.03, aircraft belonged to unit at Oleśnica and Radom, with number ‘40’.
28 PLM/2nd Flt/1st sect. Crashed 30.08.88 during daytime flight in normal weather, fuel system leak
resulted in engine fire, płk Waldemar Piegza (senior inspector WOPK) ejected, accident caused by construction fault and careless maintenance. R–29 300 engine no. 519552137094.
28 PLM/2nd Flt/1st sect. Crashed 05.05.84 following missile launch. ppłk Zbigniew Kopacz flew for 6
seconds behind the missile which resulted in engine stall, the pilot failed to notice that for 2 minutes and
ejected at an altitude of 900 m. R–29 300 engine no. 519551937077. Total engine running time 294 h.
28 PLM/2nd Flt/2nd sect. Struck off charge 12.01.98. Displayed at Swadzim near Poznań. Flying hours
left 371 h 54 min. Overhaul in East Germany 31.07.89–04.05.90. R–29 300 engine no. 519552137064.
28 PLM/2nd Flt/2nd sect. Advertised for sale on 03.11.98, purchased on 13.11.98 by a US citizen.
Flying hours left 391 h 36 min. Overhaul in East Germany 14.11.89–01.10.90. R–29 300 engine no.
519554837050. Total engine running time 712 h 25 min.
28 PLM/2nd Fly/2nd sect. Struck off charge 12.01.98. Displayed at the Katyn Museum in WarsawSadyba. Flying hours left 249 h 34 min. Overhaul in East Germany 19.03.89–08.12.89. R–29 300
engine no. 519554837040.

constr. no.

141

0390217141 24.04.79
04.06.79

145

0390217145 24.04.79
04.06.79

146

0390217146 25.04.79
04.06.79
0390217147 25.04.79
04.06.79

147
148

8

0390217148 10.05.79
25.06.79
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[6]: MiG-23MF, head-on view. Słupsk
1997.
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[15]: The first group of pilots trained on the MiG-23 in Poland pose by aircraft no.
122 at Mińsk Mazowiecki airfield, 1979.
[16]: Aircraft no. 122 finishes the landing run at Słupsk airfield, 1994.
[17]: An aircraft taxies out of its parking area, Słupsk 1994.

MiG-23MF no. 122. The aircraft displays interesting yellow outlines at the joint of the radar
radome with the airframe, warning triangles forward of the engine air intakes on both sides of
the fuselage and on the edge of the fin, 1993.
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[49]: MiG-23MF 149 in front of the hangar-shelter. Machine prepared for transport
to the apron. Słupsk 1996.
[50]: Pilot commences engine start-up on the apron at Słupsk airfield, 1994.
[51]: Aircraft no. 149 climbing after take-off from Słupsk airfield. 1995.

MiG-23MF no. 149 after overhaul carried out in East Germany. After the aircraft accumulated a total
flying time of 1,000 hours its ground crews adorned it with the number ‘1000’ near the Polish square
on the fin and on the starboard side of the fuselage ahead of the code number 1996.
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MiG-23MF no. 456 seen from above and below, displays the painting scheme after the overhaul carried
out in the USSR in late 1990/early 1991.
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[68]: Powidz airfield apron. Note retouching on the starboard engine air intake, 1997.
[69]: No. 456 taxies after a sortie, Słupsk 1994.
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Starboard and port view of MiG-23MF no. 456, 1994.
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MiG-23MF no. 457 armed with two R-23 medium range
AAMs and four R-60 AAMs on two twin-attachment
missile launchers. 1997.
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001 | mig-23MF

Aircraft no. 001 in factory applied finish.
Słupsk 1994.
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[97]: Pilot of MiG-23MF no.
001 posing for a photo in the
cockpit, Słupsk 1990s.
[98]: Aircraft no. 001 taxies
after a sortie, Słupsk 1994
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Mikoyan MiG-23UB
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Together with the first batch of single-seat MF aircraft haul upon expiry of its TBO. Between April and December
Poland also purchased two combat trainers. On 4 June 1979 1984 the aircraft was overhauled in Germany. The next two
two two-seaters, code nos. 845 and 846, landed at the unit’s machines earmarked for major inspections in the German plant
temporary base at Mińsk Mazowiecki, flown in by Soviet pilots. at Dresden were code nos. 845 (February 1987 to January 1988)
They entered service with the 2nd Flight of 28 PLM. Another and 850 (September 1987 till May 1988). No. 844 was sent for
batch of trainers was delivered to Poland in 1981. MiG-23UB an overhaul in January 1990 and returned to Poland at the end
code no. 850 landed at Słupsk on 29 January. Two more of of October of the same year, as the last aircraft overhauled in
these aircraft, nos. 842 and 844, arrived in Poland in October, Germany. At the beginning of 1990 another MiG-23UB was
for a total number of five in the regiment. The sixth two-seater, earmarked for an overhaul. Due to increasing costs of this kind
also the last of all the MiG-23s delivered to Poland, was no. of work in Germany, an agreement was signed with another
831 that landed at Słupsk on 26 June 1982. All these combat partner. Subsequent overhaul work on two-seat aircraft was
training aircraft were used, together with the single-seaters, by done in Bulgaria. Between October 1990 and May 1991 air28 PLM, the sole regiment in Poland to operate MiG-23s.
craft no. 842 was overhauled in Plovdiv. The low quality and
From the introduction of this MiG-23 version into serv- long duration of the work forced Poland to look for another
ice it became the workhorse of the air force. The two-seater solution. WZL-3 at Dęblin provided an alternative, when they
combat trainers were usually seen in daily flying. Young pilots, purchased the technical documentation from the Dresden plant
depending on their level of qualification, made training flights and prepared to undertake the first overhaul of three twoaccording to training plans, between 8 and 20 hours in this seat MiG-23s in Poland. This would be the second overhaul
variant of the MiG-23. All the two-seaters were also used for for machines nos. 845 and 846. Aircraft no. 831 was flown
weather tests before sorties by fully trained pilots. As it did not in March 1993 following an overhaul at WZL-3 Dęblin. The
have radar, the two-seat aircraft could not be used for air-to-air next two aircraft were flown exactly a year later and returned
combat training. The two-seaters were also frequently used for to the regiment at Słupsk.
refreshment flights of pilots after long breaks in flying.
The first two MiG-23UBs delivered to Poland had disruptive
The two-seaters flew sorties to firing ranges, to attack ground camouflage. The remaining aircraft delivered to 28 PLM were
targets with the GSh-23L cannon, unguided rocket missiles finished in light grey overall. Dielectric panels and radomes
and conventional bombs in various sizes. Armament could be were painted dark grey. During operation and overhauls indiaimed only using the ASP–PFD–21 optical gyro sight which in vidual aircraft received various camouflage schemes. Aircraft
fact reduced the combat use of this version to a minimum.
nos. 842, 844 and 850 were given disruptive camouflage. A
Extensive use of the aircraft for training and other duties similar scheme, but with different hues, was also applied on
affected their periodical overhauls. No. 846 from the 2nd aircraft nos. 845 and 846. The only machine that remained
Flight’s 1st Section was the first aircraft sent for a major over- in the grey scheme throughout its service was no. 831. After
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[172]: Combat training aircraft at Słupsk airfield, 1994.
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MiG-23UB no. 846 in the paint scheme after the 2nd overhaul carried out in WZL-3 Dęblin
in 1993-1994. The regiment badge was removed from the aircraft in 1997 and its traces were
overpainted with a grey band around the nose radome of the aircraft, Słupsk, 1999.
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[181]: Aircraft no. 846 after it was withdrawn from use. Note the grey band on the
radome showing where the large griffon badge had been overpainted, Słupsk 2000.
[182]: MiG-23UB in flight at high altitude, 1997.
[183]: MiG-23UB overflying the city of Słupsk, 1998.
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[234-236]: 28 PLM badge. 234 - officer’s, 235 - officer’s with reversed colours of the Polish square, 236 - honorary without the
word Słupsk. Made by Olek Warszawa.
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[237-242]: 28 PLM badge, pattern 2 from 1996, versions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 (2001 versions) - embroidered.
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